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Our Sunbeam Wireless data plans are designed to give you the
ability to choose how much you pay for wireless service. All
mandatory ﬁxed costs are included in a base monthly rate, and
then whatever voice or data is actually consumed is added to this
base rate. If you don’t use your phone much, you don’t pay much.
If you use your phone a lot, then you pay more. The choice is yours.

Phone Plans

Cost

Basic Monthly Rate
Voice Calling Usage Rate (plus base rate)
MMS Usage Rate (plus base rate)
SMS Usage Rate (plus base rate)
Data Usage Rate (plus base rate)

$12.85
1.1¢/min.
1.1¢ ea.
.11¢ ea.
.79¢/MB

Optional Items

Cost

Mailed Paper Statement (Summary)
Mailed Paper Statement (Itemized)
Premium Services Package (Speech-to-Text input, Weather Radar, etc)
Voicemail-to-Text Transcription

$2.00/mo
$5.00/mo
$3.50/mo
$3.00/mo

Data Plans for Tablets

Cost

Data-Only 1GB Plan (1.514¢/MB if over 1GB)
Data-Only 2GB Plan (1.514¢/MB if over 2GB)
Data-Only 4GB Plan (1.514¢/MB if over 4GB)

$19.01
$30.01
$53.01
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Usage Examples
I’m interested in the Sunbeam Wireless plans, but how much will I actually spend
each month? Here are some examples to give you an idea of what your cost might be.

I have the Sunbeam F1 (or similar
feature phone) and mostly use
my phone for text messaging.
I hardly talk on my phone.

$18 per month.
I have the Sunbeam F1 (or similar
feature phone) and I don’t really
text with it. I use the phone for a
limited amount of talking.

$20 per month.
I have the Sunbeam F1 (or similar
feature phone) and I send some
text messages. I mostly use the
phone for talking, spending about
an hour per day on phone calls.

$30 per month.

I have a smartphone but am
careful to only use data when
on WiFi and mostly use my
phone for text messaging.
I hardly talk on my phone.

$20 per month.
I have a smartphone and allow it
to use 4G data. I talk on the
phone some, but not very much.
I do take a lot of photos and keep
my phone data backed up online.

$28 per month.
I mostly use my phone for
talking, spending about 3 hours
per day on phone calls.

$75 per month.
I have a smartphone and use a lot
of 4G data every month streaming
videos and other content.

$100 per month.

